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New & Improved

PRODUCT NEWS

Re-Release: Wollongong to Woolwich 
Adventure motorcyclists and authors, Will Wilkins and 
Kate Macdonell, have just updated and re-released their 
Amazon fi e-star-rated book, Wollongong to Woolwich, 
about their incredible overland journey from Australia  
to England.

The Ted Simon Foundation, in conjunction with Adventure 
Motorcycle Magazine, has given the book a makeover 
including more color pages and additional material.

The book is a fun read and packed with fascinating 
cultural insights. Setting off on their trus y motorcycles 

from Wollongong, near Sydney, Australia, the authors 
headed for Woolwich in London, U.K., to have a nice cup 
of tea with their mums. 

W2W shows that “normal” folks can do this kind of 
adventuring without loads of planning or having a  
back-up 4x4. They even provide an A-Z of useful tips ‘n 
tricks on how to do a trip like it yourself!

The new edition is available for $29.99. A Kindle version  
is also available for $5 via Amazon. 
WollongongToWoolwich.co.uk

ADVGear Pillion Box   
BMW One of a Kind
ADVGear, a growing line of storage accessories for BMW adventure 
motorcycles, has developed their latest product, the Pillion Box. This 
box snaps into the place of the pillion seat on the liquid-cooled GS 
and GSA bikes.

Remove and replace the box as you would the seat, using the 
ignition key in the bike’s seat lock. It also features a weather-
protected combination lock that is programmed with three digits.

The latch can be used to secure the lid of the box with or without 
engaging the lock, making the box as handy as a tank bag but very 
secure, simply by scrambling the combination dial.

With a six-liter capacity, the box is powder coated inside and out, 
and the fl t top is designed to have dry bags, tent, or other gear 
loaded on top as needed. For an MSRP of $299, you can have this 
box by going to ADVGear.net.




